
About photo galleries
The  feature allows you to collect photos into a virtual album.Photo Galleries

On this page:

Adding a photo gallery
Editing a photo gallery
Deleting a photo gallery
Uploading a picture to a gallery
Reordering gallery photos
Removing a picture from a gallery

Related pages:

About photo gallery settings

 

 

The following actions are available for Photo Galleries with the specified service and user roles:

Action Description Services User Roles

View Able to view the list of Photo Galleries Web Site Photogallery Admin

Add Able to add a Photo Gallery Web Site Photogallery Admin

Edit Able to edit the properties of a Photo Gallery Web Site Photogallery Admin

Delete Able to delete a Photo Gallery Web Site Photogallery Admin

Manage Gallery Photos Able to add and remove photos from a Photo Gallery Web Site Photogallery Admin

Manage Settings Able to manage the Photo Gallery settings Web Site Site Admin only

Once you upload a collection of photographs to your website, you can add them to a collection, such as a recent fundraiser, or "black dogs," or really, 
anything you like.

You can enable the  feature on the   page.  You can add a gallery by going to .Photo Gallery Admin > Settings > Web Site More > Photo Galleries

On the  web page you can delete existing galleries, or click edit to rename a gallery.Photo Gallery

Adding a photo gallery

Editing a photo gallery

Deleting a photo gallery

Uploading a picture to a gallery
To add a picture to the Photo Gallery, click the Add a Photo link next to the appropriate gallery.

Name: Enter a name for the picture.

Order in the Gallery: Select from the drop down list where in the list of pictures you want this new picture to appear

Picture: Click the browse button and select the picture you want to upload

Description: Enter a description for the picture, typically explaining what is in the picture, the event, the people, etc.

Reordering gallery photos

Where do I find it?

You can find the  page by going to .Photo Galleries Features > Photo Galleries

https://userguide.rescuegroups.org/display/WSG/About+photo+gallery+settings
https://manage.rescuegroups.org/galleries
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Removing a picture from a gallery
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How can we embed our available or adopted animal data stored in RescueGroups.org for display 
on an external website service?
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Change default location to "no"
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What fields is the Asilomar Advanced Animal Statistics report pulling from
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How do I duplicate an application? When I try to duplicate the resulting form is "Incomplete," 
and data from original form does not transpose.
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Is there a way to view relationship from the Animal List page?
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Dec 08, 2023
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Can we increase the information exported to Adopt-A-Pet to include relationships?
1 answer
Michelle Caylor
Dec 08, 2023
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